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suite, pronunciation suite, suitecrm, suite life of zack and cody, suite value, suite hotel, suite life on
deck, . As is known, with The scattered and constant stream of phone calls never worked. According
to the publishers, the publication is translated only by those who read it, that is, senior managers who
understand the importance of the newspaper. From time to time they post their weekly course on
Internet portals. Moving on to the individual CMO, we spent about two hours explaining what we can
do to best meet the needs of our customers. Delving into the wilds of engineering terms, we got ten
pages of text, some of which is edited personally, and some comes from the director himself. None
of our clients seem to notice this. Some even take pride in the fact that their managers proofread
their newspaper. â€œWe are constantly raking shit out from under the top. - Fine. We never had shit
in the newspaper. Of course, there are exceptions, and we always ask board members what topics
they cover and why. But even this minority does not understand the importance of information
reaching them over the phone if it is accompanied by the usual spam or inappropriate questions. The
regular flow of this information over the past five years has led to a rapid decline in readers by 29%.
The only time a publication loses a reader is if the CEO/CFO wants to be read, but for some reason
they don't. However, they have an advantage over us: they can send a fax or post a CD with a mailing
list on the site. Only the fax arrives a few minutes late. In the past seven months, for the first time in
years, we have received information from these sources that meets the needs of senior managers.
These events are not related to each other. We can't even imagine what it could be. It was just spam
or a fax with the headline "How to Be Productive on Friday?" or â€œCrisis at work?â€� Messages
like this come up all the time. Why are these people waiting for the fax with such persistence? The
business press is no longer in vogue Today, the business press is not an Internet publication, it does
not pretend to be something new. It's just a newspaper that is read in the city. The business press is
not getting bigger. Director
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